Bulletin 2
stage 3 Urban Sprint
Romanian Cup

Bihor Cup
10-12 May, 2019

Organization Committee:
Event Director: Závodszky Tamás
Technical Event Director: König Péter
Course setters: Ababi Balázs – urban sprint, Barkász Dániel - LD, Divin Gheorghe - MD
Mapping: Barkász Dániel, Földi István
Start area: Dézsi László
Finish area: Pap Gáspár
SPORTident: Divin Gheorghe
Event Centres:
Friday, May 10 - Oradea Fortress - GPS: 47.052007, 21.941565
Parking possibilities: We recommend parking in the locations mentioned on this map or on the
streets around the fortress. Please note that until 18:00, parking in these locations must be
paid.
Saturday, May 11 - Mierlău - GPS: 46.925862, 22.025431 (at 23 km from Oradea)
Access: From the intersection located in the centre of Hidişelu de Sus village, DJ768 is followed
towards Holod village. At a distance of 2.3 km there is another intersection, where you turn
right towards Mierlău village (DJ795A).
Parking: Along the roads of the locality, so that we do not disturb the locals.
Attention! There are road repair works on DN76 highway, between Oradea and Sânmartin,
respectively, Băile Felix and Hidişelu de Jos. Please pay attention to the traffic on these road
sections. At the same time, in order to reach the competition centre in time, please take into
consideration the delay due to these works and don’t forget to reserve some time (at least 1520 minutes).
Sunday, May 12 - Băile 1 Mai - GPS: 46.995937, 22.003422 (at 10 km from Oradea)
Access: Eastern area of Băile 1 Mai resort
Parking: Within the area of the competition centre and on the roads of the locality.
Validation, in the event centres:
Friday, May 10, 14:00 to 15:00
Saturday, May 11, 09:00 to 10:30
Sunday, May 12, 08:30 to 09:30
On-the-spot competition registrations are possible only for the vacant places in the start lists.

Categories:
M/W 10D (marked), 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21E, 21B, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75+, Open,
Open Tehnic. For the categories M/W 10D the marking will be orange. The organizer reserves
the right to restrict the categories in the case of a small number of entries.
Entry Fee:
M/W 10-14 – 10 RON/person/stage
M/W 16 – 20 RON/person/stage
M/W 18-60, inclusiv M/W 21E – 25 RON/person/stage
M/W 65-75+, Open, Open Tehnic – 15 RON/person/stage
SI-card rental: 4 RON/person/stage
SIAC rental: 5 RON/person/urban sprint stage
First starts:
Stage 3 Urban Sprint: Friday, May 10, 16:00
Quarantine will be used for the departure area.
The time required for reaching quarantine area: 10-15 minutes. Quarantine closes at 15:30.
Romanian Cup - Stage 1 - long distance: Saturday, May 11, 11:00
Romanian Cup - Stage 2 - medium distance: Sunday, May 12, 10:00
Terrain information:
At the urban sprint course, the competition ground is a combination of park and built areas. It
is highly recommended to use asphalt running shoes.
For long and medium distance courses we find deciduous forests with few open areas, and a
dense network of pathways. There are forest activities going on within the area of the
competition, where pathways may come up, new tracks that don’t appear on the map.
A varied relief, characterized by steep and deep valleys. The running and visibility are varied,
ranging from forests without ground vegetation, to difficult-to-reach terrain.
It is recommended to use body protection equipment and shoes with spikes for these courses.
Maps:
For the urban sprint course 1:4000/2m, new map.
For the long and medium distance courses 1:10000/5m, maps updated in 2018/2019.
Control description:
The map also contains control description, but will also be separated in the start, along with
adhesive tape and a pair of scissors for fastening.
Punching system:
For the urban sprint course, according to the rules specific to this challenge, control points on
routes A and B will be set in the Air+ system, being compatible with SIAC equipment. Athletes
who do not own SIAC equipment are recommended to rent such equipment from the
organizers, for the sum of 5 lei.
Control points on routes C and D will be functioning with classic SPORTident equipment and are
not set up in the Air+ system.
The start will take place without a SPORTident start station, with flying start. The map will be
taken after the start, without a minute given for looking the map.
For the long and medium distance courses, the classic SPORTident punching system will be
used.
In case a station does not work, it must be punched on the edge of the map, and inform the
organizers upon arrival. If the controls disappear; there is confetti at each control point to
identify the spot.

Refreshing points:
Upon arrival all competitors will receive water.
For the long distance stage, the categories with routes longer than 6 km will reach refreshing
stops, where water is provided.
Award Ceremony:
Friday, May 10, 18:00, at "Oradea Fortress"
Sunday, May 12, at 13:30, at "Băile 1 Mai"
In all categories, the first three places will be awarded by adding the individual results at the
two stages supported in the forest.
Information only for competitors in categories M21E and W21E for LD and MD
courses:
Given that LD and MD stages are declared WRE events, competitors in categories M21E
and W21E are also required to register on event pages on the IOF Eventor platform:
for the LD course https://eventor.orienteering.org/Events/Show/6282, and
for the MD course https://eventor.orienteering.org/Events/Show/6283.
Competitors in categories M21E and W21E at the LD course will encounter butterfly
routes with 2 variants. On the start list, the type of the route for each competitor will be
specified with the numbers 1 and 2.
Competitors in category M21E at the LD course will have more than 30 control points.
At this stage, please be mindful of the memory limit of your SPORTident card.
Also, these competitors will encounter an area enclosed with electric fencing used to
protect the animals at 90% of their route. It may be under-crossed or may be bypassed, but we
recommend that you avoid touching it.
Other information:
Within the area of the competition centres, there will be the following objectives:
- first aid point
- buffet
- ecological toilets
Useful phone numbers:
- Závodszky Tamás (organizer) – 0040740 169467
- Ababi Balázs (organizer) – 0040771 649052
Participants enter the competition at their own risk!

